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In introductory electronics, Stan Gibilisco wrote the book.  The gifted writer/teacher's TEACH YOURSELF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS is your best choice for clarity, completeness, and up-to-date coverage.

* The best-selling electronics introduction, offering a user-friendly independent study approach 
* The quickest way to learn the hows and whys behind computing, communications, robotics, entertainment devices, and the force that makes them work 
* Uniquely thorough coverage, ranging from dc and ac concepts and circuits to semiconductors and integrated circuits 
* Starts at the beginning and takes you through advanced applications such as wireless and artificial intelligence 
* Packed with more than 500 learning-enhanced illustrations, practical examples, and self-quizzes and tests 
* Helps you solve current-voltage-resistance-impedance problems and make power calculations 
* Teaches simple circuit design and optimization of circuit efficiency 
* Theory behind advanced audio systems and amplifiers for live music 
* Features practical new information on wireless technologies, computers, the Internet, and more 
* Perfect for students studying alone or in a class 
* Great for preparing for licensing exams 
* Referenced by thousands of students and professionals 
* Written by a popular author whose name is synonymous with clarity and practical sense 

 THE BEST COURSE--AND SOURCE--IN BASIC ELECTRONICS 

 THE BEST WAY TO LEARN ELECTRONICS, IN A UNIQUE ONE-VOLUME FORMAT

* Perfect for hobbyists, students, and those who want to get ahead in tech-related careers 
* A simple course for intelligent people 
* Inside: easy-to-follow lessons in today's electricity and electronics fundamentals and applications from a master teacher, with minimal math, plenty of illustrations and practical examples, and test-yourself qauestions that make learning go more quickly     

       About the Author
   Stan Gibilisco is a professional technical writer who specializes in books on electronics and science topics. He is the author of The Encyclopedia of Electronics, The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Personal Computing, and The Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics, as well as over 20 other technical books. His published works have won numerous awards. The Encyclopedia of Electronics was chosen a "Best Reference Book of the 1980s" by the American Library Association, which also named his McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Personal Computing a "Best Reference of 1996." Stan Gibilisco’s Web sites are http://www.sciencewriter.com and http://members.aol.com/stangib.          
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Computational Methods for Modeling of Nonlinear Systems, Volume 118 (Mathematics in Science and Engineering)Elsevier Limited, 1975

	In this book, we study theoretical and practical aspects of computing methods for mathematical modelling of nonlinear systems. A number of computing techniques are considered, such as methods of operator approximation with any given accuracy; operator interpolation techniques including a non-Lagrange interpolation; methods of system...
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Noise Reduction in Speech Processing (Springer Topics in Signal Processing)Springer, 2010

	Noise is everywhere and in most applications that are related to audio and speech, such as human-machine interfaces, hands-free communications, voice over IP (VoIP), hearing aids, teleconferencing/telepresence/telecollaboration systems, and so many others, the signal of interest (usually speech) that is picked up by a microphone is generally...
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Space-Time Processing for MIMO CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Driven by the desire to boost the quality of service of wireless systems closer to that afforded by wireline systems, space-time processing for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communications research has drawn remarkable interest in recent years. Exciting theoretical advances have been complemented by rapid transition of research...
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Systems Thinking, Third Edition: Managing Chaos and Complexity: A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	This is an unconventional book for an unconventional reader. It is intended
	for those professionals who, in addition to their specialized knowledge,
	would like to get a handle on life so they may put their special text into its
	proper context. It speaks to those thinkers and practitioners who have
	come to realize that learning to be...
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Windows Forensics and Incident RecoveryAddison Wesley, 2004
If you're responsible for protecting Windows systems, firewalls and anti-virus aren't enough. You also need to master incident response, recovery, and auditing. Leading Windows security expert and instructor Harlan Carvey offers a start-to-finish guide to the subject: everything administrators must know to recognize ...
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Expert Oracle Application ExpressApress, 2015

	Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd Edition is newly updated for APEX 5.0 and brings deep insight from some of the best APEX practitioners in the field today. You'll learn about important features in APEX 5.0, and how those can be applied to make your development work easier and with greater impact on your business. Oracle...
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